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Abstract: A major problem in moving platform active sonar systems is the
detection of targets in spatially distributed and Doppler-spread reverberation.
This paper presents a novel space time adaptive prewhitener for reverberation
based on a two-dimensional autoregressive model. The space time adaptive
prewhitener jointly processes received data in angle and Doppler to improve
the separation of a target from reverberation. The detector using the space
time adaptive prewhitener is shown to yield better detection performance
than previously known schemes when operating in a reverberation back-
ground containing target echoes.
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1. Introduction

Detecting moving targets by active sonar is heavily degraded by reverberation. Reverberation is
strongly correlated with the signal, and it is doubly spread1 as well as nonstationary. Conven-
tional methods such as matched filtering are inefficient because of these difficulties. A subop-
timal solution given by Kay et al. is the autoregressive (AR) prewhitener2,3 which is based on
the assumption of temporally local stationarity. The reverberation in the current block is whit-
ened via modeling the reverberation in the previous block. They have managed to deal with
Doppler-spread character of reverberation; however, the spatial-spread character of reverbera-
tion is neglected. To cope with this problem, space time processing is necessitated. In this paper,
we propose a novel space time adaptive prewhitener (STAPW) based on a two-dimensional
autoregressive (2D-AR) algorithm and the detector via STAPW is derived. The model of
STAPW we present is similar to the space time adaptive process (STAP) signal model, which
makes the problem simple and easy for further development with STAP. The STAPW is also
based on the assumption of temporally local stationarity of reverberation. The spatially local
stationarity is not considered since the number of sensors in a sonar system is limited thus data
partition only in time domain is more efficient. The performance of the new scheme is evaluated
and compared with one-dimensional (1D)-AR detectors by simulating a set of reverberation
data containing targets and shows better results.

2. Signals and noise models

Consider a linear array of M sensors with equally inter-element spacing d. The signal emitted by
the active sonar is assumed to be a continuous wave (cw). If we adopt a STAP vector notation,
the detection problem is written as

�H0:x = n + r ,

H1:x = As + n + r .
� �1�

The received data x under H1 is composed of a target component s, a complex amplitude A, a
reverberation component r, and an uncorrelated noise component n. The target is characterized
by normalized Doppler frequency fd, inter-element spacing d, direction �, and wavelength �.

We obtain s=df�fd� � ds���=df,s�fd ,��. In this formula, � denotes the Kronecker product, ds���
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is the M-dimensional steering vector with elements exp�−j2�md cos � /��, m=0, . . . ,M−1,
and df�fd� is the N-dimensional Doppler vector with elements exp�−2j�fdn�, n=0, . . . ,N−1.

3. Proposed detector

Consider we have NlM�1 received data from a linear array, which is divided into several blocks
in time domain. Assume there is NM�1 data in each block.

3.1 Whitening using 2D-AR modeling

The received data under H0 is modeled as a two dimensional zero-mean complex Gaussian AR
process:

y = − Ya + e , �2�

where the �pq−1��1 parameter vector a is written as

a = �a01 . . . a0,q−1a10 . . . a1,q−1 . . . ap−l,0 . . . ap−l,q−1��. �3�

To obtain the expression of y and Y we rearrange the NM�1 data into a vector in a similar but
reverse way as x. Let yt�m�= �xt�m� ,xt�m−1� , . . . ,xt�m−Q+1��� where xt�m� is the received
data from mth sensor at tth time. Then the PQ�1 vector yt

m is defined as yt
m

= �yt��m� ,yt−1� �m� , . . . ,yt−P+1� �m��� where P=N−p+1, and Q=M−q+1. The PQ�1 vector y, is
given by y=yt

m. And the PQ� �pq−1� data matrix Y is written as

Y = �yt
m−1

¯ yt
m−q+1yt−1

m
¯ yt−1

m−q−1
¯ yt−p+1

m
¯ yt−p+1

m−q+1� , �4�

in each NM�1 block, t=N−1, m=M−1.
The least squares solution of Eq. (2) results in Y*Ya=−Y*y or Ra=−r. Alternatively,

we can write it in the block matrix form as follows:

�
R̃00 R̃01 . . . R̃0,p−1

R̃01� R11 . . . R1,p−1

] ] � ]

R̃0,p−1� R1,p−1� . . . Rp−1,p−1

�� ã0

a1

]

ap−1

� = − �
r̃0

r1

]

rp−1

� . �5�

Eq. (5) can be solved by the algorithm proposed by Tummala4 which is able to get a good result

even when p and q are low. The notation ˜ for matrices R̃0i, where i=0,1 , . . . ,p−1 and for ã0
and r̃0 indicates a reduction in the matrix and vector sizes. From Eq. (5), we get 2D-AR param-
eters a and �2. The prediction equation is given by ŷ=−Ya. The STAPW result is written as

z = yi+1 − ŷi, �6�

where yi+1 indicates the data rearranged in block i+1, while ŷi indicates the prediction for block
i+1 using block i. To whiten reverberation using the above-noted methods, temporally local
stationarity is assumed. In this paper, we compute the covariance coefficients of the spectrum
obtained by 2D-AR parameters in block 1 and the spectrum by fast Fourier transform in all
blocks in Fig. 1(a) using real data. The covariance coefficients are high at the beginning, then
decrease gradually except a lowest point in block 18 where a target echo presents. Results show
temporally local stationarity assumption is a reasonable theory. The data are from the signal
emission to the end of receiving with a target echo embeded, thus can be taken as a whole

detection duration for active sonar.
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3.2 Optimal detector

Then the detection problem after using STAPW is replaced by

�H0:z = � ,

H1:z = Au� + � ,
� �7�

where � is complex white Gaussian noise of variance �2, and the subscript � stands for the
unknown parameters that rule signal u�: these are Doppler frequency fd and the direction of the
target �. For cw ping and a linear array, u� is written as

u� = Sa , �8�

where S is defined by rearranging signal s in the same way as Y. Let

dt
m = d̃fP � d̃sQ, �9�

where

d̃sQ = �e−j2�md cos �/�,e−j2��m−1�d cos �/�, . . . ,e−j2��m−Q+1�d cos �/���, �10�

d̃fP = �e−2j�fdn,e−2j�fd�n−1�, . . . ,e−2j�fd�n−P+1���. �11�
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Fig. 1. �Color online� �a� Correlation of estimated spectrum and real spectrum. �b� Aic for 2D-AR model order
selection. �c� False-alarm probability of proposed detectors using STAPW.8
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Hence S is given by

S = �dt
m−1 . . . dt

m−q+1dt−1
m . . . · dt−1

m−q−1 . . . dt−p+1
m . . . dt−p+1

m−q+1� , �12�

where S is also written as

S = dt
mlpq, �13�

in which dt
m is a PQ�1 vector contained � and lpq is a known 1� �pq−1� vector with complex

unit elements.
Since �2 and A will need to be estimated, we base our detector on the generalized

likelihood ratio test (GLRT) which can be shown to be a uniformly most powerful invariant test
for large data records. Then for Eq. (7) the test statistic reads

L�z� =
maxA,�,�2 Pz/H1

�z�

max�2 Pz/H0
�z�

. �14�

The noise conforms Gaussian distribution so that

Pz/H0
=

1

�PQ�2PQ exp	−
z*z

�2 
, Pz/H1
=

1

�PQ�2PQ exp	−
�z − Au��*�z − Au��

�2 
 .

�15�

The test statistic is L=max�L���, where

L��� = 2PQ log�	1 −
�u

�
*z�2

�u
�
*u���z*z�


−1 . �16�

Substituting Eqs. (8)–(11) and (13) to Eq. (16) we get

L��� = 2PQ log�	1 −
�a*S*z�2

�a*S*Sa��z*z�

−1

= 2PQ log�	1 −
�a*l

qp
* �2�d

PQ
* z�2

�a*l
qp
* lqpa��d

PQ
* dPQ��z*z�


−1
= 2PQ log�	1 −

�d
PQ
* z�2

PQz*z

−1 . �17�

The test statistic is equivalent to L�=max�L����. Thus, the GLRT decides H1 if

max
�

L���� = max
�

2�d
PQ
* z�2

z*z
	 
 . �18�

We can easily get the theoretical probability false alarm PFA=P�L�	
 �H0�
=exp�−
 /2�. The curve by simulation is based on 500 Monte Carlo realizations. The results are
shown in Fig. 1(c) for the number of sensors M=10, the number of time samples N=10 in each
block, and p=2, q=2. In this simulation, we only use block 1 to calculate the 2D-AR parameters
and block 2 to perform the detection. Theoretical and simulation results show good agreement.

The proposed detector takes the following steps to detect the targets: (1) Section the
data into nonoverlapping blocks in time domain, and assume no target echo in block i; (2)
Rearrange the data in block i, and estimate the 2D-AR filter parameters using block i; (3) Pre-
whiten the data in block i+1; (4) L��
: No target echo detects. Let i= i+1, and return to (3);

(5) L�	
: A target is detected. Stop.
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4. Simulation results

The simulation of reverberation is described as follows. The complex envelope of the Doppler
shifted reverberation data received at the mth sensor located at �xm ,ym�. Consider a narrowband,
M element linear sonar array with a constant inter-sensor spacing d placed along the x
direction with a velocity v. The delayed and Doppler shifted data received at the mth
sensor at �xm ,ym�= ��m−1�d ,0�, �x0 ,y0�= �0,0� at time tn=�0+nT, is written as5 rmn

=��il
���i ,l�exp�j2� cos l�sin �i�m−1�d+2v sin �inT� /��, where T=1/ fs is the sampling

interval, azimuth −���i��, 1� i�M� and elevation angle �l��max, where max is the
multipath elevation angle spread defined by the critical angle of the ocean acoustic channel.
���i ,l� is the complex scatter amplitude from a reverberation patch at range c�0 /2, where c is
the propagation speed of sound in water. The total number of reverberation patches M�N
�MN.

The 2D-AR model order is determined by Akaike information criterion (AIC) which
as an extension of 1D-AR model case is given by6 AIC�k1 ,k2�= log��̂2�+2k1k2 / �MN� in which
�̂2 is the prediction error variance. The results are shown in Fig. 1(b) for the number of sensors
M=64, the number of time samples N=20 in each block. We choose the argument of minimum
value of the AIC p=5, q=3 to correspond to the true order by this criterion. Suppose that there
is an echo of a target in block 4. Let the Doppler frequency of the echo be fd=0.2, and the
direction of arrival (DOA) be �=� /4. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the simulation is
−12.4 dB. Assume that the number of sensors M=20 and the number of time samples N=64 in
each block. Detection is not performed in block 1 because there is no preknowledge for whit-
ening.

The results of the proposed detector used in block 2,3,4 are shown in Figs. 2(a)–2(c).

Fig. 2. �Color online� �a�–�c� Proposed detectors using STAPW. �d� Pseudocolor plot of the proposed detectors for
Block 4. �e�–�g� Detectors using 1D-AR prewhiteners. �h� DOA estimation in Block 4 using conventional MUSIC

algorithm.9
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The target is easily detected in block 4. To see the estimation more clearly, we plot the proposed
detectors in block 4 using pseudocolor plot. The estimated parameters at the maximum of the

detector are f̂d=0.2 and �̂=0.785 and are thus good estimates of the true parameters. Figs.
2(e)–2(g) are the detectors processed by 1D-AR prewhiteners using the same data but no target
echo is detected. Since the detectors using 1D-AR prewhiteners cannot estimate the direction of
the target, we use the conventional MUltiple SIgnal Classification (MUSIC) algorithm to esti-
mate the direction of the target in block 4. Figure 2(h) shows the conventional MUSIC results

which give false estimation �̂=1.6. In this experiment, by prewhitening jointly in space and
time domain via STAPW, good estimation of DOA and Doppler frequency is obtained when
conventional methods fail due to the doubly spread reverberation.

The superiority of the proposed detection scheme is demonstrated from the experi-
ments. However, to make this claim more precise, we evaluate the experimental performance of
the detectors by receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve where the detection rate is plot-
ted versus the false alarm probability. Monte Carlo simulations were performed comprising 150
realizations with the signal present and equally many with reverberation and noise only. The
ROC curves are shown in Fig. 3(a) for the detectors using 1D-AR prewhiteners and in Fig. 3(b)
for the proposed detectors using STAPW. We vary the magnitude of the echo so that the input
SNR is changed. Comparing Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), we see that for a fix couple (probability of
detection, probability of false alarm) we have a gain of 10–11 dB by passing from 1D-AR to
STAPW detectors.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, the conventional 1D-AR prewhitener for reverberation has been extended to
2D-AR as STAPW, which whitens not only the temporal spread but also spatial-spread rever-
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Fig. 3. �Color online� Experimental ROC curves �a� for the detectors using 1D-AR prewhiteners, �b� for the
proposed detectors using STAPW.10
beration. The detector is based on GLRT. Good results are achieved even with low SNR when
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the 1D-AR detector fails in detection and when conventional DOA estimation loses efficiency
in reverberation. The method would be tested for real data in further work.
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